
Basic components of a computer 
network



Hub

•Hub is a device that splits a network connection into
multiple computers. It is like a distribution center.
When a computer requests information from a
network or a specific computer, it sends the request
to the hub through a cable. The hub will receive the
request and transmit it to the entire network. Each
computer in the network should then figure out
whether the broadcast data is for them or not.





Switch
• Switch is a telecommunication device grouped as one of computer

network components. Switch is like a Hub but built in with advanced
features. It uses physical device addresses in each incoming messages
so that it can deliver the message to the right destination or port.

• Unlike a hub, switch doesn't broadcast the received message to entire
network, rather before sending it checks to which system or port
should the message be sent. In other words, switch connects the
source and destination directly which increases the speed of the
network. Both switch and hub have common features: Multiple RJ-45
ports, power supply and connection lights

• 8 port,16port,32port,64port are the common types of swiches





Router
• When we talk about computer network components, the

other device that used to connect a LAN with an internet
connection is called Router. When you have two distinct
networks (LANs) or want to share a single internet
connection to multiple computers, we use a Router. In most
cases, recent routers also include a switch which in other
words can be used as a switch. You don’t need to buy both
switch and router, particularly if you are installing small
business and home networks. There are two types of Router:
wired and wireless. The choice depends on your physical
office/home setting, speed and cost.



Router



Modem

• Modem is short for "Modulator-Demodulator." It is
a hardware component that allows a computer or another
device, such as a router or switch, to connect to the Internet.
It converts or "modulates" an analog signal from a telephone
or cable wire to digital data (1s and 0s) that a computer can
recognize. Similarly, it converts digital data from a computer
or other device into an analog signal that can be sent over
standard telephone lines.



ADSL Modem
Asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) is a type of digital subscriber line (DSL) 
technology, a data communications technology that enables faster data 
transmission over copper telephone lines than a conventional voice band modem 
can provide. 



Firewall

• A firewall is a network security device that monitors incoming and 
outgoing network traffic and permits or blocks data packets based on a set 
of security rules. Its purpose is to establish a barrier between your internal 
network and incoming traffic from external sources (such as the internet) 
in order to block malicious traffic like viruses and hackers.

• Types of firewalls

• Firewalls can either be software or hardware, though it’s best to have both. 
A software firewall is a program installed on each computer and regulates 
traffic through port numbers and applications, while a physical firewall is a 
piece of equipment installed between your network and gateway.





Bridge
• A bridge operates at data link layer. A bridge is a repeater, with add on the

functionality of filtering content by reading the MAC addresses of source
and destination. It is also used for interconnecting two LANs working on
the same protocol. It has a single input and single output port, thus making
it a 2 port device.

• Types of Bridges
• Transparent Bridges:- These are the bridge in which the stations are

completely unaware of the bridge’s existence i.e. whether or not a bridge is
added or deleted from the network, reconfiguration of the stations is
unnecessary. These bridges make use of two processes i.e. bridge
forwarding and bridge learning.

• Source Routing Bridges:- In these bridges, routing operation is performed
by source station and the frame specifies which route to follow. The hot
can discover frame by sending a special frame called discovery frame,
which spreads through the entire network using all possible paths to
destination.



Gateway 

•A gateway, as the name suggests, is a passage to
connect two networks together that may work upon
different networking models. They basically work as
the messenger agents that take data from one system,
interpret it, and transfer it to another system.
Gateways are also called protocol converters and can
operate at any network layer. Gateways are generally
more complex than switch or router.



Repeater 

• A network device used to regenerate or replicate a signal. Repeaters
are used in transmission systems to regenerate analog or digital
signals distorted by transmission loss. Analog repeaters frequently
can only amplify the signal while digital repeaters can reconstruct a
signal to near its original quality.

• In a data network, a repeater can relay messages between
subnetworks that use different protocols or cable types. Hubs can
operate as repeaters by relaying messages to all connected



What is a Transceiver?

It is a combination of transmitter (Tx)/receiver (Rx) in an only
package. This device is used in wireless communications
devices like cordless telephone sets, cellular telephones,
radios, etc.. Irregularly the transceiver name is used as a
reference to Tx or Rx devices within cable otherwise optical
fiber systems. The transceiver diagram is shown below.



Access Point?

• An access point is a wireless network device that acts as a portal for 
devices to connect to a local area network. Access points are used for 
extending the wireless coverage of an existing network and for 
increasing the number of users that can connect to it.
A high-speed Ethernet cable runs from a router to an access point, 
which transforms the wired signal into a wireless one. Wireless 
connectivity is typically the only available option for access points, 
establishing links with end-devices using Wi-Fi.




